
Specifications

Article number SEC-DEF-110

Price Price starts from €110,-

Dimensions Width: 509mm
Height: 539mm

Suitable for Land Rover - Land Rover Defender 90 - 110
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Aftermarket glass set
second row seating

Seeking an uniform look for your Defender 110

SW? Our aftermarket glass matches the tint in our

gullwing and sliding windows. Choose Explore

Glazing for quality and style.



Aftermarket glass set second row seating

Looking for a precise and high-quality aftermarket glass solution for your Land Rover Defender 110
SW? Explore Glazing has got you covered.

Introducing our aftermarket glass for the Defender 110 SW's second row seating. Designed with
precision, our set includes 4 pieces suitable for both the left and right sides of the vehicle.

Quality Assured: Our 4 mm thick glass comes in a sleek dark grey tint, offering a light
transmission of 20% (80% tinted). More than just aesthetics, the glass is backed with E43R and
DOT certification marks, ensuring you're getting a product that meets stringent industry
standards.

Flexibility in Installation: Our design philosophy puts ease of use at the forefront. We offer a
universal fit, meaning there's no need to distinguish between left and right; simply mirror the
glass when installing on the right side.

Attention to Detail: While our glass set does not come with mounting hardware, it's designed
for seamless integration with your original windows. For those in need, new clip glass holders
are available online with the Land Rover part number STC4787 (updated to AWR7092).

For those seeking consistency in their vehicle's appearance, our aftermarket glass set for the Land
Rover Defender 110 SW is offered as a service to match the exact glass tint found in our gullwing and
sliding windows. This provides a harmonized look across all window types in your Defender. Choose
Explore Glazing for a seamless blend of quality and aesthetics.
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Installation

For replacing your Defender 110 SW glass, consult the Land Rover Defender workshop manual. If
existing window clip glass holders are unusable, order using Land Rover part number STC4787
(updated to AWR7092) from various suppliers.

A copy of the relevant chapter can also be downloaded at the bottom of this page: 'Removal and
installation second row window glass'.
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